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Thank you for downloading this worksheet set from The Happy Housewife.  You are free to use it in your own 

home, church or co-op as long as it abides by the terms listed below.  Each worksheet in this set  is covered 

under the copyright of The Happy Housewife. 

 

If you choose to download this worksheet set, you must abide by these terms: 

 You may download this printable set to your hard drive and then print them from your home computer. 

You may use them for your own homeschool students, co-op students, or personal home use. 

 You must not remove the copyright notice and website address of The Happy Housewife at the bottom of 

the worksheet. 

 You may not remove the website address of MyGrafico at the bottom of the worksheet. 

 You may not alter the worksheet or printable item in any way. 

 If you share this worksheet set, please link directly to The Happy Housewife. 

 You may not sell or profit from any worksheet in this set from The Happy Housewife in any way.  For ex-

ample, you may not print and sell items individually or in a kit. 

 You may not host this file on your own site or any type of file-sharing site such as Yahoo Groups. 
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Mammal Map Skills  

Use a ruler to measure the distance between each animal exhibit at the zoo.  Then use the map scale to  

answer the questions.  Round to the nearest half inch. 

Map Scale: 1 inch = 12 feet 

1. How far is it from the lion exhibit to the monkeys?   

 

_________________________________feet 

2. How far is it from the zebras to the giraffes?   

 

_________________________________ feet 

3. From the monkey exhibit, is it shorter to go the lions or to the giraffes? 

 

__________________________________ 

4. How far is it from the giraffes to the Snack Bar? 

 

_________________________________ feet  

5. From the Snack Bar, is it shorter to go to the lions or to the zebras?  By how many 

feet is it shorter? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Mammal Word Problems 
Solve each of the word problems below.  There are hints to help you. 

An African Elephant can weigh as much as 6 tons.  How many pounds is it possible for an African Elephant to weigh?  

(Hint:  1 ton = 2000 pounds) 

 

___________________________ pounds 

 

 

 

 

Pigs are mammals that have a litter of babies each time they reproduce.  Sow A’s litter is 9 piglets, Sow B’s litter is 13 

piglets, and Sow C’s litter is 11 piglets.  How many total piglets are born to the three sows? 

 

_____________________________ piglets 

 

 

 

 

Blue whales can eat 4 tons of krill each day.  How many tons of krill could a blue whale eat during the whole month of 

March?  (Hint: Remember the number of days in the month of March!) 

 

_____________________________ tons of krill 

 

 

 

 

The average height of a giraffe is 5 meters, making it the tallest land mammal in the world.  How tall is the average  

giraffe in feet?  (Hint:  1 meter = 3.3 feet) 

 

___________________________ feet 
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Mammal Math 

Add and subtract using regrouping.  Then use the code to discover one of the only mammals that lays eggs. 

 9 7 2 

- 3 4 8 

 6 5 1 

+  9 0 

 9 2 4 

-  8 5 

 7 4 7 

- 2 5 9 

 3 4 0 

+ 4 9 9 

 5 5 8 

+ 3 7 5 

 4 0 7 

- 1 7 6 

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 

839 624 231 488 741 839 933 117 

 2 6 4 

- 1 4 7 

L Y P T 

P U A S 

Write the letter associated with each equation that you solved above to find the answer to the trivia question. 
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Mammal Fact Place Value 
Read the following facts about mammals below.  Then answer each question. 

Cheetahs can run as fast as 70 miles per hour. 

 

What number is in the tens place?  _____________________________ 

 

 

There are over 4,200 species of mammals on earth. 

 

What number is in the thousands place?   _________________________ 

 

 

There are 701 types of pure breed dogs in the world. 

 

What place is the 7 in?  _______________________________________ 

 

 

The hippopotamus can survive underwater for 30 minutes without having to come to the surface for air. 

 

What place is the 0 in?   _________________________________________ 

 

 

5,234 ____________________________ is in the tens place. 

102,361 ____________________________ is in the thousands place. 

9,321,524 ____________________________ is in the millions place. 

1,981,365 ____________________________ is in the hundred thousands place. 

38,713 ____________________________ is in the ten thousands place. 

In the number... 
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